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Jeethu Joseph's 'My Boss' doesn't have any
surprises in store for you. Despite the forced
fun titbits that make up the film, it remains
fundamentally formulaic when it comes to its
construction and quite middling when it comes
to the execution. After her most happening
days in Bigg Boss Malayalam, the show's
runner-up Pearle Maaney is now awaiting the
release of her new movie 'Who' directed by
Ajay Devaloka. Belonging to the sci-fi noir
genre, the makers have revealed that this
project will be a tailor-made flick made for
audiences who love movies like 'Inception',
'Triangle', 'The Exam' and 'Orphan'. It is a
pleasant surprise that Chinmayi is the ace
actor in this action-packed film. Despite being
Manu’s boss, Priya can’t help but be attracted
towards Manu. She finds herself unable to
refuse the advances of Manu. Will Priya lose
everything in the process? Will she be able to
leave behind the cycle of family failures? It
could be just a few more days before the
much awaited Bigg Boss Malayalam event is
over, at least for one of the housemates.Ajay
Devaloka has stepped up as the director of a
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sci-fi thriller, 'Who', and will co-produce the
flick with the Chennai-based Doublesix Media.
Sure, the series has done its bit to break the
ice with a host of crass one-liners, irreverent
comments and rosy-cheeked humour. But
behind that joyous facade, Bigg Boss also has
its... flakiness (sp?). Former cricketer, actor,
and stand-up comedian Suresh Gopi is the
winner of Bigg Boss 11. Despite having lived in
Delhi, he is a Bangalore resident and a driver
by profession. Gopi, along with the other
housemates, participated in the finale, Bigg
Boss All Stars 2012, held on 27 February 2012.
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he is held accountable for the production
company making films like veyil, niram,
sattyam, and billavas. confidence and

industriousness are par for the course. if he
does not do well, he will be perceived as a

failure. boss is indebted to imprint
technologies, which provided him with a

payment solution, said ajay. we thought of
trying something new, so we decided to tie-up
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with imprint. imprint has been doing it very
well in the past four years. to become the
boss, he had to go to dindigul, where his

parents lived. a father was looking for a job
and his son-in-law, a fan of the malayalam

actor mammootty, asked for his help in
getting a job as an agent. i have met him and
have also given him a job as an agent. boss is

indeed being portrayed as a money-lender,
who charges high interest rates. he conducts a

lot of business with middlemen and short-
stops through so-called ‘rents’ or ‘runners’. he
keeps short-stops, or local residents, around

him so that he does not have to pay any
interest on the loan for them. the source of his
wealth seems to be the money-lending racket
, which he conducts in the city. many of the
short-stops are long-term residents of the

locality and do not want to leave. the short-
stops do not need to pay any interest, and are

also provided with generators and spares
when boss needs them. they also collect

money from the customers. the film opens
with the 28-year-old mohanlal doing his best
to look as if he is on his way to an emergency
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exit and that is what the first 10 minutes of
the film is as well. after the opening scene, we

are treated to a completely awkward
orchestration with mohanlal puffed up with

confidence, it's a bit like watching a first date
in a film. it never becomes something else,

and when the introduction is over, the rest of
the film is a dull slog. the rest is about

mohanlal's inability to behave like mohanlal.
5ec8ef588b
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